The formation, propagation and stability of plasma jets are fundamental issues in the astrophysical context and for the Inertial Confinement Fusion. Previous experiments demonstrated a possibility of jet creation by using specially designed conically shaped targets and high energy lasers such as NOVA, . We are reporting here on the jet generation in a more simple geometry by using a large focus laser-plasma interaction at the Prague Asterix iodine Laser System (PALS) [2] . Pulses of 0.4 ns duration at a 100 − 200 J level at the first and third harmonics (1.35 and 0.44 µm) were focused on massive planar metallic targets at the spot radius varying from 35 to 500 µm (the focal point was located inside the target). We investigated an influence of the focusing conditions, laser wavelength, and the target atomic number on the plasma jet formation. The information about geometry of plasma expansion, plasma dynamics and electron density distributions were obtained by means of a three-frame laser interferometric system [3] . The temporal resolution of the interferometer, 0.3 ns, was determined by the diagnostic pulse duration. The spatial resolution of 20 µm was deduced from the target edge washers. The delay between subsequent frames was set to 3 ns.
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A typical sequence of electron density distributions is presented in Fig. 1 . For all three materials, aluminium, copper and silver, a plasma jet is present and it remains visible during a long time. Distinctly, the jet becomes narrower as the atomic number increases. This observation indicates an important role of radiative processes. The last sequence shows the effect of a laser focal spot radius and a laser wavelength. A transition to shorter wavelength and larger spot radius improves the jet. For small radii, but keeping the laser energy constant, the ablated plasma ejection is quasi-isotropic, whereas, as the spot radius increases, the plasma extends along the laser axis. The optimum conditions for the PALS laser system correspond to the spot radius of 300 µm. Considering the contour line corresponding to the electron density of 10 18 cm −3 , we estimate the jet length of 2 mm, the jet diameter of 0.4 mm for heavy target materials, the maximum axial jet velocity of 700 km/s, and the jet life time more than 17 ns. In order to identify the physical origin of the jet formation, certain physical effects were artificially switched on or off. The reference simulation was carried out under the following conditions: the laser energy 100 J, the pulse duration τ = 0.4 ns with the temporal shape I(t) ∝ sin 2 (t/τ). For the spot radius R L = 300 µm, the maximum laser intensity was 8.8×10 13 W/cm 2 .
The intensity profile on the target has a super-Gaussian distribution,
was verified in simulations the effect of jet formation is robust and its shape can be controlled by changing the power n in the laser intensity distribution.
The laser beam with n = 8 was focused on a massive copper solid target. The flux limiter for the electron heat conduction was set to equal to 8%, and we performed several runs where certain physical effects were artificially switched off. Figure 2 -a presents iso-densities, at 5 ns, well after the end of the laser pulse. This simulation without the radiation transport obviously does not reproduce the experimental result. The plasma flow is too broad. This result has to be compared with those shown in Fig. 2-b . In this simulation, the radiation transport is turned on.
The results are much closer to the experiment. Initially spherical, the plasma plume is elongated after a few ns. Its radius is two-three times smaller than in the previous case and the height is about 3 mm is also in agreement with the experiment. Due to the radiative cooling, the plasma temperature decreases 2.5 times to the value around 50 eV. Comparing both simulations, we can see that the radiation cooling reduces the pressure by a factor 30. Consequently, the characteristic expansion velocities are smaller with the radiation transport (545 km/s at the jet tip) than without (600 km/s), specifically for the radial expansion (180 km/s compared with 270 km/s). Fig. 2-c) . In order to address the effect of a tighter laser focusing, for the same energy and pulse duration, the focal spot size was reduced three times, so the laser intensity was nine times higher. The smaller energy deposition volume leads to a higher temperature, a smaller absorption and a higher plasma pressure. The expansion for a smaller focal spot size is faster and the plasma takes a spherical shape (Fig. 2-d) . The density falls below the resolution limit of a few 10 17 cm −3 at the distance less than 1 mm.
The laser energy distribution in the focal spot has an impact on the jet formation. For comparison, we present in Fig. 2 -e, the density profile obtained using a gaussian shape, n = 2. The jet still appears, but an energy distribution change modifies the form of the jet. In order to test the target atomic number dependance, we replaced copper by aluminium in the simulation. As expected, one can see in Fig. 2-f that the jet becomes wider and more isotropic which is consistent with a less efficient radiation cooling.
The computational results can be confirmed from a dimensional analysis. The characteristic hydrodynamic time depends on the focal spot radius R L and on the ion acoustic velocity c s :
ns, where A and Z are the atomic mass in units of proton mass and the ion charge, R L is in µm and T in eV. The radiative cooling time is the ratio of the plasma thermal energy and radiated power. For simplicity here we neglect the line emission and account only for the bremsstrahlung emission [6] : P br = 1.7 × 10 −32 Zn 2 e T 1/2 W/cm 3 , where the electron plasma density is in cm −3 . It has to be chosen in the region of maximum radiation losses, that is, between the critical density and the ablation front. The plasma energy density is defined as E p = 1.5 n e T = 2.4 × 10 −19 n e T J/cm 3 . Consequently, the radiation cooling time reads: t r = E p /P br = 1.4 × 10 22 T 1/2 /Zn e ns. Then, for the typical parameters of this experiment: R L = 300 µm, A = 63, Z = 15, T = 100 eV, and n e = 10 22 cm −3 , we find the hydrodynamic time ∼ 6 ns and the radiation time ∼ 0.9 ns. The radiative cooling makes an important effect in agreement with the observations and the simulations. In the contrary, for the tighter focusing R L = 100 µm, the temperature is higher T ∼ 300 eV (Z = 20) and consequently the hydrodynamic time is shorter ∼ 1 ns, while the radiation time becomes longer ∼ 1.2 ns. In that case the radiative losses are less important and the plasma expansion is more symmetric.
In conclusion, we have studied the formation of a plasma jet using a single laser beam and a simple planar massive target. The experiment and the simulations indicate that this jet may be launched using a relatively low laser energy. Under these conditions, the dissipative processes can be neglected and the laser produced jet can be scaled to astrophysical conditions. Moreover, such a jet is rather flexible and could be used for modeling of interaction between the astrophysical jet and the ambient clouds. For that, one place in front of the jet, a solid foil, a foam or a gas jet, by changing the angle of the laser beam incidence by a few tens of degrees. In addition, by modifying the pulse duration and intensity, one can modify the velocity and the density of the jet. Always using a single laser beam, one could build a series of pulses with an increasing intensity. Each pulse induces a jet faster than the previous one. A correct timing of such a pulse sequence should create a series of plasma jets interacting one with another.
